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Abstract：The new digital inductance sensor LDC1612 is a dual channel induction sensor. It can 
detect metal objects by using an inductance coil. It can detect the rotation angle and distance of 
metal objects. Especially suitable for automatic vehicle tracking, track by thin wire structure. In 
tracking, the two self inductance coil are respectively arranged on the both sides of the runway. 
When the wire close to a coil, eddy current based on the principle of oscillation frequency of the 
coil will change, and the results are converted to digital signals, transmitted to the microprocessor, 
through software programming, it can automatic tracking control of the car. 

Introduction 

Shortly after the launch of the first digital inductance sensor LDC1000 in TI company, launched the 

double channel digital inductance sensor LDC1612.LDC1612 with respect to LDC1000, more 

cost-effective, not only a channel, and the converted digital signal is as high as 28, connected with 

any microprocessor through the IIC interface to facilitate the processing, and the precision is higher. 

Hardware Design 

LDC1612 Introduction 

The pin diagram of the LDC1612 is shown in figure 1. In Figure 1, SCL and SDA are IIC 

interfaces, which can be easily connected with various microprocessors. The IN0A and IN0B are 

connected by an inductance coil, and the IN1A and IN1B are connected to another inductance coil. 

Using 3.3V power supply. CLKIN is the clock input. ADDR in the application, grounding, INTB 

can produce interrupts. 
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Figure 1 LDC1612 pin diagram 

Figure 2 shows the connection diagram between the LDC1612 and the microprocessor. The 

clock input for the LDC1612 in the figure is 40MHz. IN0A and IN0B are connected with 

home-made inductors to realize detection of target metal objects. IN1A and IN1B are connected 

with home-made inductors to realize detection of target metal objects, and two coils realize double 

channel detection. The result is converted to a 28 bit digital quantity, connected to the 

microprocessor via SDA and SCL, and passed the results to the microprocessor. 

 

 
Figure 2 connection diagram of LDC1612 and microprocessor 

Software Program 

In this design, under KEIL 5, programming with C language. Complete the initialization of 

LDC1612 and the detection of metal objects, the following part of the code: 

void LDC1612_Init(void)  
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{ 

 delay_ms(500); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_REF_COUNT_CH0,0X04D6); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_REF_COUNT_CH1,0X04D6); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_REF_COUNT_CH2,0X04D6); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_REF_COUNT_CH3,0X04D6); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_SETTLE_COUNT_CH0,0X0A); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_SETTLE_COUNT_CH1,0X0A); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_SETTLE_COUNT_CH2,0X0A); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_SETTLE_COUNT_CH3,0X0A); 

LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CLOCK_DIVIDERS_CH0,0X12); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CLOCK_DIVIDERS_CH1,0X1002); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CLOCK_DIVIDERS_CH2,0X1002); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CLOCK_DIVIDERS_CH3,0X1002); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_ERROR_CONFIG,0X0000); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_DRIVE_CURRENT_CH2,0x9000); 

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_DRIVE_CURRENT_CH3,0x9000); 

 LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CONFIG,0x1401);   

 LDC1612_LCD_write_16bit(LDC13xx16xx_CMD_CONFIG,0x1401); } 
The above code implements the initialization of LDC1612 programming. 

Summary 

This paper describes the design of a multi channel digital converter based on LDC1612 inductance, 
the ultra low power MSP430F5529 as a master, with LDC1612 as the detecting device, a careful 
analysis of the working principle of LDC1612 and related parameters, realize high speed data 
acquisition through the IIC interface, to reduce power consumption, reduce the volume, digital 
interface, digital high up to 28, can realize non-contact metal detection, distance from 0mm to 
100mm, the precision is close to UM level. Because of its strong anti-interference ability, it can be 
used in dust, dirt, oil and humidity and other harsh environment. Its multi-channel sensing 
capability supports foil or conductive ink targets, providing unlimited possibilities for creative and 
innovative system design. 
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